Programme of the International Conference
«ETHNIC AND NATIONAL DIMENSIONS OF THE STATE»

FEBRUARY, 6

09:00–10:00 — Registration of the participants of the conference (room 70)
10:00–10:15 — Opening of the conference
10:15–13:00 — Plenary panel
13:00–14.00 — Break
14:00–18:00 — Panel discussion and panels
16:00–16:30 — Break

10:00–10:15 — ROOM 70
OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE

1) Abdulla Daudov
Director of Institute of History, Head of the Programme Committee of the Conference,
Saint Petersburg State University

2) Sergey Fyodorov
Co-head of the Programme Committee of the Conference, Supervisor of the research project
«Historia Nationem Gignit», Saint Petersburg State University

3) Feliks Levin
Head of the research project «Historia Nationem Gignit»,
Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg

10:15–13:00 — ROOM 70
PLENARY PANEL

1) Milica Radulović
University of Niš, Serbia
Interpretation of assertive utterances in political interactions

2) Mark Yusim
Institute of World History of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
State and ethnos

3) Vladimir Popov
Saint Petersburg State University
Neo-nationalism and neo-traditionalisation: phenomenology of globalization/glocalization

4) Anastasia Palamarchuk
Saint Petersburg State University
Constructing medieval territorial autonomies: reality and discourses in early modern time
5) Sergey Fyodorov  
Saint Petersburg State University

Feliks Levin  
Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg
Did the higher authority in the Middle ages recognize the necessity of acculturation?

6) Uther Charlton-Stevens  
Volgograd State University
Presentation of the forthcoming book «Anglo-India and the End of Empire»

13:00–14:00 — BREAK

14:00–18:00 — PANELS AND PANEL DISCUSSION

16:00–16:30 — BREAK

14:00–18:00 — ROOM 70
LANGUAGE AS THE FACTOR OF CULTURAL AND POLITICAL INTEGRATION/DISINTEGRATION

Chairs: Ksenia Maksimovcova, Feliks Levin

1) Lyubov Kirilina  
Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
The role of the language factor in the formation of Slovenian national identity (the late 18th - early 20th centuries)

2) Olga Saprikina  
Russian State University for the Humanities; Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration, Moscow
The issues of the development of Slavic languages and statehood on the basis of the documents of Slav Congresses in the 19th century

3) René Andrejs  
Palacký University, Olomouc, Czech Republic
Language situation of the Czech diaspora in the North Caucasus: dialect as a reflection of cultural integration

4) Maria Gorokhova  
Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow
The language aspect of the issue of adaptation of Russian immigrants of the first wave in Czechoslovakia

5) Oleksandr Vasiukov  
European University at St. Petersburg
Regional language community: the study into Kashubian ethnic identity
6) Ksenia Maksimovcova  
*Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg*  
Is the Russian language a factor of societal and political (dis)-integration in post-revolutionary Ukraine?  

7) Larisa Chernikova  
*Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow*  
Ethno-national diasporas as part of the Russian emigration to China: political and national dimensions. The 100th anniversary of the Exodus  

8) Alexandra Tulenyova  
*Perm State University*  
Language policy in India in the cases of the state of Jammu and Kashmir  

9) Sandiso Ngcobo  
*Mangosuthu University of Technology, Umlazi, South Africa*  
Lecturers’ beliefs and behaviour towards multilingual curriculum: dominance of English as the state’s language of communication  

10) Vitaliy Vasiliev  
*Institute of African Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow*  
Writing as a factor of self-identification of a nation: the case of punctuation in Arabic  

11) Svetlana Glazunova  
*Moscow State Institute of International Relations*  
The evolution of language situation in Vietnam. Brief historical overview  

12) Natalia Krneta  
*Moscow State University*  
The role of the standard Japanese in the building of the Japanese nation  

14:00–18:00 — ROOM 89  
**NATIONALISM AND THE FORMATION OF NATION-STATES AND STATE-NATIONS**  

Chairs: Sergey Fyodorov, Nadezhda Pilko  

1) Natalia Kusina  
*State Academic University for the Humanities, Moscow*  
«Renaixença» in the history of Catalonia and the formation of Catalan ideology  

2) Ekaterina Samylovskaya  
*Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University*  
The concept of «Polish nation» in the administrative documents in the Russian Empire in the 1720s-1760s: Roman Catholic community in Saint-Petersburg  

3) Mikhail Belousov, Alexander Belousov  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Polish nationalism and Russia in the French press in 1815-1825
4) Sandra Cvikić  
*Institute of Social Sciences Ivo Pilar, Vukovar, Croatia*  
Construction of ‘cultural memory’ in post- WW I Croatia

5) Tadeusz Kopyś  
*Jagiellonian University, Kraków, Poland*  
Hungarian Turanism

6) Alexandra Bakhturina  
*Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow*  
German population of Riga in the summer-autumn of 1914: nationality and civic duty

7) Alexander Khodunov  
*Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow*  
The dynamics of ethnic identity of the Macedonian Slavs in the 20th century

8) Natalia Pristupa  
*Belarusian State Pedagogical University, Minsk*  
The Czechs and “others”: ethno-state system of Czechoslovakia in the newspaper “Lidové noviny”

9) Vadim Musaev  
*Institute of History of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Saint Petersburg*  
Formation and development of the national movements of the peoples of the Baltic region in comparative context

10) Nadezhda Pilko  
*Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow*  
The confrontation between Slovenia and Serbia in the SFRY in the 1980s

11) Roman Kisten  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
The right-wing press of the Weimar Republic on the assassinations of Matthias Erzberger and Walther Rathenau

14:00–18:00 — ROOM 50

**EMPIRES AND COLONIES IN THE ETHNOPOLITICAL AND NATIONAL DIMENSION**

Chairs: Andrei Bodrov, Ilya Gutin

1) Ekaterina Yurchik  
*Moscow State University*  
“The preservation of the empire”: colonial issue in the Spanish political treatises of the late 17th-early 18th centuries

2) Aleksei Lapunov  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
The Holy Roman Empire and Wends at the end of the 18th century «Wendish discourse» as the phenomenon of frontier
3) Andrei Bodrov  
Saint Petersburg State University  
Mass expulsions as a tool of the consolidation of the German Empire in its borderlands

4) German Ragozin  
Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk  
«Austrian Plutarch» by Joseph von Hormayr: the case of constructing of the image of the unity of the Habsburg empire by means of historical narrative

5) Daria Chaganova  
Higher School of Economics, Moscow  
«Between civilized nations and barbarians»: the logic of exclusion from the political field in the philosophy of J. S. Mill

6) Igor Stephanchikov  
Moscow State University  
«We must perpetuate a geographical division of states that benefits England»: British diplomacy and the independence of Uruguay

7) Sophia Khandazhinskaya  
Moscow State University  
«Have patience and mingle with people»: the Baptist Missionary Society and its struggle to create a common communicative space in India (1792-1840)

8) Uther Charlton-Stevens  
Volgograd State University  
Prelude to Partition: Burma quits the Indian Empire

9) Ilya Spektor  
Moscow State University  
Struggle for Konkani: the language and regional identity in Goa

10) Javeed Akhwar  
Nazarbaev University, Nur-sultan, Kazakhstan  
The legacy of Great Game in Afghan-Central Asian relationships

11) Viktor Bocharov  
Saint Petersburg State University  
Ethnopolitical processes in the states of the East as a product of colonialism

12) Maksim Andreev  
Saint Petersburg State University  
Ethnic aspects of Eurasian geopolitics of Turkey

13) Aleksandra Bocharnikova  
Saint Petersburg Scientific Research Centre For Ecological Safety  
The Kola peninsula and colonists: the history of colonization of the Tersky Coast

14) Elena Soboleva  
Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography, Saint Petersburg  
Afrikanders: Goans in East Africa
14:00–18:00 — ROOM 84 — PANEL DISCUSSION
CONTEMPORARY METHODOLOGIES OF THE RESEARCH INTO ETHNOPOLITICAL PROCESSES

Moderators: Yuldash Yusupov, Azat Berdin

1) Olga Bogatova
Ogarev Mordovia State University, Saransk
Representations of identity of regional administrative centers in the context of the nationalization of the republics of the Volga region

2) Rustem Vakhitov
Bashkir State University, Ufa
Ethnoconstructivism as a means of dissolving ethnic groups

3) Aslanbek Adiev
Dagestan Research Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Makhachkala
Nation-building and ethnopolitics in nationalitites policy of Russian Federation

4) Natalya Chernyakova
Herzen Pedagogical University, Saint-Petersburg
Territory as a factor of ethnogenesis and the attribute of the state

5) Veronika Tsibenko
Southern Federal University, Rostov-on-Don
Etnonational mobilization and internet: development of new scholarly approach

6) Gulfina Sultanova
Moscow School of Social and Economic Sciences
Discourse analysis of national identity: from social theory to practice

7) Ivan Sivochko
Higher School of Economics, Moscow
Neo-Weberian approach to the analysis

8) Bulat Aznabayev
Bashkir State University, Ufa
The Bashkirs in the imperial discourse of Peter I of nation-states in historical sociology: peculiarities, key concepts and personalities

9) Yuldash Yusupov
Institute of Strategic Studies of the Republic of Bashkortostan, Ufa
The political myth of «Golden Horde» in the context of contemporary nation-building
10) Alexander Ovchinnikov  
*Kazan Innovative University; Tomsk State University*

**Guzel Ershova**  
*Kazan State Technological University*

«The key issues – the history of statehood»: images of «native states» in the narratives of ethno-national «history of the Tatars»

11) Azat Berdin  
*Institute of Strategic Studies of the Republic of Bashkortostan, Ufa*

Comparative analysis of the evolution of historiosophical symbols in the national republics of Russian Federation (the case of Republics of Bashkortostan and Tatarstan)

12) Artem Rakhmatulin  
*Independent scholar*

Everyday nationalism: the influence of practices, multiple perceptions, and interpretations of the nation on its reproduction and construction

---

**FEBRUARY, 7**

10:00–14:00 — Panels  
12:00–12:30 — Break  
14:00–18:00 — Panels and panel discussion  
16:00–16:30 — Break

**10:00–18:00 — ROOM 84**  
**RUSSIAN EMPIRE AND USSR: GOVERNANCE OF DIVERSITY AND LANGUAGES OF SELF-DESCRIPTION**

Chairs: Alexander Semyonov, Alexander Reznik

1) Sergey Chernov  
*Moscow State University*  
Forms of Russiam imperial identity

2) Pavel Cârciu  
*Moscow State University*  
The Committee of Russian Officers in Poland: Russian anti-Imperial nationalism in the context of the Slavic national movements of the 19th century

3) Alikhan Gafarov  
*Kazan Federal University*  
The transformation of civilizational discourse in the nationalistic rhetoric of S.S. Uvarov
4) Maksim Medovarov
_Nizhnii Novgorod University_
The polemics concerning the criteria of Russian national unity in the second half of the 19th – beginning of the 20th centuries and the reasons for its failure

5) Vasilisa Beshkinskaya
_European University at Saint Petersburg_
Sobornost’ and partiynost’: the idea of popular representation and the hierarchy of identities in the Black-Hundred rhetoric (on the basis of the materials of the newspaper «Russkoye znamya»)

6) Olga Kashtanova
_Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow_
Language as a factor of cultural and political integration in the educational policy in the western borderlands of the Russian Empire in the 19th century

7) Liudmila Marney
_Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow_
The issue of integrity of the national economy of the Kingdom of Poland in the first third of the 19th century

8) Boris Nosov
_Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow_
Social and cultural aspect of the policy of the imperial authorities of the Kingdom of Poland during the governorship of Ivan Paskevich (1830–1840s). Some remarks on the forms of integration of the national periphery in the Russian Empire in the first half of 19th century

9) Igor Vernyaev
_Saint Petersburg State University_
Ethnoconfessional factor in the activities of local justice in the South-Western Provinces of the Russian Empire

10) Tenlik Dalaeva
_Abai Kazakh National Pedagogical University, Almaty, Kazakhstan_
Kazakh volosts of the Steppe region in the ethno-political dimension of the Russian Empire (the 19th - the beginning of the 20th centuries)

11) Yaroslav Andrusenko
_South-Ural State University, Chelyabinsk_
The peculiarities of the activities of the administrative departments of the Ural region in relation to foreign citizens, optants, refugees and defectors of the state border in the 1920s

12) Natalia Suvorova
_Omsk State University_
Nationality and citizenship in the administrative autobiographies of the Soviet bureaucrats in Siberia between estate and class background
13) Margarita Shushkova  
*Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow*  
National-territorial delimitation of Central Asia: the issue of choice

14) Daria Moskvina  
*Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg*  
Construction of the image of the «Other» in the ethnographic studies into collective farms in the 1930 (the case of the work of the Institute of the Research into Peoples of the Academy of Science of the USSR)

10:00–18:00 — ROOM 70  
**PROTONATIONAL AND NATIONAL: THE SPACE OF REPRESENTATION**

Chairs: Viktor Kovalev, Evgenii Tishunin, Daniil Pleshak

1) Viktor Kovalev  
*Saint Petersburg State University of Humanities and Social Sciences*  
Playing the Britain: composite monarchy on the stage of the early Stuart theatre

2) Arina Lazareva  
*Moscow State University*  
«…unlike any other nation»: perception of the German national character in German literature during the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648)

3) Maria Prikladova  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Painting of the Viceroyalty of New Spain of the second half of the 17th – the first quarter of the 18th centuries: dialogue of cultures

4) Taisia Demicheva  
*Russian National Library, Saint Petersburg*  
Visualization of the colonial empire (on the basis of French drawings and engravings of the second half of the 18th century)

5) Gleb Alexandrov  
*Higher School of Economics, Moscow*  
The First «Indian Wars» in Native American literary tradition

6) Olga Sidorova, Olga Orlova  
*Ural Federal University, Ekaterinburg*  
American fairy tale writers in search of national identity

7) Ekaterina Skvortsova  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Stephano Torelli’s “Coronation Portrait of Catherine II”: Crowns as visual formula of the lands of the Russian Empire

8) Egor Koksharov  
*Chelyabinsk State University*  
Construction of the national in the Canadian superhero comics during the Second World War
9) Maria Shtukkert  
*Irkutsk State University*  
«Scarlet shields» in the novel «The Heart of Parma» by Alexei Ivanov: the conflict of aesthetics and truth in the narrative of national destiny

10) Veronika Sharova  
*Institute of Philosophy of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow*  
Czeslaw Milosz’s Wilno: the national and the international in the spiritual image of the city

11) Ivan Basov  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
From the people to citizenship: the construction of the national past in K. J. Turowski’s “Biblioteka Polska”

12) Elizaveta Bednyagina  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Medievalism and Polish national identity in the contemporary Polish literature

13) Nadezhda Starikova  
*Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences; Moscow State University*  
The role of literary paradigm in the formation of Slovenian nation

14) Anna Kamenetskaya  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Turning Reality into a Dream: National Mythologem in Israeli Literature

15) Daniil Pleshak  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Ceyhun Mirzəyev’s Scream and the legacy of the Soviet cinematic language of identity

16) Ekaterina Kharkina  
*Yaroslavl State University*  
Naija as a peculiarity of the mentality of contemporary Nigerians

10:00–18:00 — ROOM 50  
**CONTEMPORARY IDENTITY PROCESSES**

Chairs: *Elena Lopatina, Yurii Akimov*

1) Daria Turianica  
*Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow*  
Coloured population on the political map of South Africa in the 21st century

2) Elena Valieva  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
The analysis of foreign historiography on African traditional leaders

3) Vadim Glivenko  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
European identity as the cornerstone of contemporary Germany
4) Evgenii Kasakov  
*Perm State University*  
«Germany? Never again!» — the debates among the Left on the nation and nationalism after the German reunification

5) Elizaveta Novikova  
*Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration, Moscow*  
Representation of Soviet-Polish War in the context of the formation of Polish statehood in the works of Julian Marchlewski and Józef Piłsudski

6) Elena Lopatina  
*Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow*  
Silesians: national minority in modern Poland?

7) Konstantin Arshin  
*Financial University under the Government of Russian Federation, Saint-Petersburg*  
Migration crises in the context of post-globalization: from nation-states to ethnic states

8) Ekaterina Burmistrova  
*Perm State University*  
Right radicals’ defence of the European identity: migration crisis as a threat against women’s rights

9) Marek Szopski  
*University of Warsaw, Poland*  
The construction of the ‘national narrative’ of the alternative post-post-communist period in «Law and Justice (PiS) Poland» from 2015 until today

10) Yurii Akimov  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Paradiplomacy as an element of nation-building of stateless nations / subnational units

11) Bayaskhalan Chimitdorzhiev  
*Buryat State University, Ulan-Ude*  
The modern and Buddhist model of theocracy in Inner Asia

12) Konstantin Romanov  
*Moscow State University*  
Institutionalization of traumatic memory in Canada: the case of the comittee of Truth and Reconciliation of Canada.

13) Natalia Polyakova  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
Peculiarities of the formation of national identity in contemporary Belarus: political and symbolic aspects

14) Valery Matrosov  
*Higher School of Economics, Moscow*  
The prospects of the development of the supranational Syrian identity
15) Anna Kaimova  
*Moscow State University*  
The current development of Taiwanese identity (2016-2019): government’s policy and social trends

17) Svetlana Kusnetzova  
*Nizhnii Novgorod University*  
The state for the nation and the nation for the state: independent Croatia as the “centuries-old dream” of the Croatian people

10:00–14:00 — ROOM 89  
**ETHNO-CULTURAL FACTORS OF FUNCTIONING OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL POLITIES**

*Chairs:* Sergey Fyodorov, Feliks Levin

1) Daniil Shulga  
*Siberian Institute of Government of the Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration, Novosibirsk*  
The Zhongshan kingdom as the case of political genesis of the early nomads

2) Viktor Bashkeev  
*Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow*  
The first phase of the Hanzu ethnogenesis (III-I BC) in political perspective

3) Konstantin Kamyshev  
*Perm State University*  
The factor of ethno-religious identity in the political development of borderlands in Roman-Iranian border of the 1st century BC - 7th century AD

4) Svetlana Domashova  
*Tyumen State Industrial University*  
Ethnocultural policy in the Toulouse kingdom of Visigoths

5) Elena Kalinina  
*Herzen Pedagogical University, Saint Petersburg*  
Hispania or Hispanias: reflections on identity in the process of the early Spanish state formation

6) Konstantin Krylov  
*ITMO University, Saint Petersburg*  
The issues of common Pyrenian identity in the text of the Last Will of Isabella I of Castile

7) Alexey Ivanov  
*independent researcher*  
Negative ethnic identity as a driving force of the evolution of early Slavic communities. Slavic migrational expansion, Slavicization of the Romans and the birth of Slavic polities
8) Daniil Pleshak  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
“The Northern Plague”: representation of the Avars in the 7th century Byzantine literature

9) Evgeny Shishka  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
The exchange of gifts from the perspective of ethno-cultural and ethno-political dimension of power in the Mongol Empire in the 13th century

10) Valentina Yakunina  
*Novgorod State University*  
«Non-German» population of Narva and its participation in Hanseatic trade and urban self-government

11) Natalia Berezhnaya  
*Saint Petersburg State University*  
«German nation» in the pamphlets in Palatinate of the 16th century

12) Julia Zakrzhevskaya  
*Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg*  
The issue of religion in the foreign marriage projects of Muscovite Grand Princes

13) Daria Zubkova  
*Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg*  
The concept and image of Europe in the works of Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini

12:00–12:30 — BREAK

14:00–18:00 — PANEL AND PANEL DISCUSSION

16:00–16:30 — BREAK
14:00–18:00 — ROOM 89 — PANEL DISCUSSION
EARLY MODERN PATRIMONIAL MONARCHIES
AND TERRITORIAL IDENTITIES

Moderators: Sergey Fyodorov, Anastasia Palamarchuk, Feliks Levin

1) Denis Alimov
Saint Petersburg State University
Where did Czech, Lech and Rus come from? Protonational discourse and historical imagination in the Kingdom of Croatia-Slavonia in the 17th century

2) Tatiana Gusarova
Moscow State University
The Hungarian elite in search of enemies and friends during the Ottoman Wars

3) Zoya Metlitskaya
Moscow State University
Britons, Saxons, Romans, Normans: (mytho-)history of nations in the religious and political polemics in England in 17th century

4) Anastasia Palamarchuk
Saint Petersburg State University
Territorial autonomies in early modern antiquarian and legal discourse

5) Sergey Fyodorov
Saint Petersburg State University
Reflections on the early modern Scottish identity

6) Pavel Knyazev
Moscow State University
The state in the thought of William Petty and Charles Davenant

7) Alina Vasilyeva
Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg
The image of the Irish in the State papers of the Elizabethan age

8) Feliks Levin
Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg
Irish consensual identity in the early Stuart period

9) Evgenii Tishunin
Saint Petersburg State University
Governance of Ireland in the John Lynch’s historical retrospective
February, 6

09:00–10:00 — Room 70 — Registration of the participants of the conference
10:00–10:15 — Room 70 — Opening of the conference
10:15–13:00 — Room 70 — Plenary panel
13:00–14:00 — Break
14:00–18:00 — Room 70 — Language as the factor of cultural and political integration/disintegration
14:00–18:00 — Room 89 — Nationalism and the formation of nation-states and state-nations
14:00–18:00 — Room 50 — Empires and colonies in the ethnopolitical and national dimension
14:00–18:00 — Room 84 — Panel discussion: contemporary methodologies of the research into ethnopolitical processes
16:00–16:30 — Break

February, 7

10:00–18:00 — Room 84 — Russian Empire and USSR: governance of diversity and languages of self-description
10:00–18:00 — Room 70 — Protonational and national: the space of representation
10:00–18:00 — Room 50 — Contemporary identity processes
10:00–14:00 — Room 89 — Ethnocultural factors of functioning of ancient and medieval polities
12:00–12:30 — Break
14:00–18:00 — Room 89 — Panel discussion: Early modern patrimonial monarchies and territorial identities
16:00–16:30 — Break